‘Poly’ pioneer Sanchez takes on new causes

USA — Not content with attempting to heal the world of cancer through Poly-MVA and banishing “HIV/AIDS” with an oral therapeutic vaccine from Thailand, the Sanchez group in California is linking both with efforts to solve planetary water-deprivation and energy problems.

“Why stop at cancer and AIDS when there is so much else to do?” enthuses non-stop Albert Sanchez EdS, the guiding force behind the rapidly advancing Poly-MVA cancer therapy, an oral treatment available on the world market after 40 prior years of research.

Noting that as of December more than 800 physicians in the USA, Canada and eight foreign countries were clinically using the palladium/lipoic acid/vitamin combination pioneered by biochemist Dr. Merrill Garnett in New York, the effervescent one-time California school principal who began an obsessive hunt for the answer to cancer after his wife died of the disease and its treatment (see ICHF VII: 2, VII: 3-4, 2003), asks rhetorically:

“Can eight hundred doctors be wrong?”

Exulting in the fact that the liquid usually given in teaspoon doses to patients has been strongly associated with reversals in 20 some “tumor types” of the malignant process while also found beneficial in other conditions, but aware that “HIV/AIDS” is a rapidly advancing world calamity, Dr. Sanchez has connected marketing of both products as non-toxic answers to the killer conditions.

Dr. Sanchez, at the helm of several entities interlinked in Chula Vista CA (Supreme Distribution, the Sanchez Foundation, AMARC Enterprises, and the newly registered Advanced Medicine and Research Information Center), is making the Thai vaccines — V-1 for “HIV/AIDS” and immune/virological problems in general, V-2 for bacterial infections, V-3 for cancer, and V-4 for allergies/fungi — available for free to those physicians and patients who are involved in “special projects” and buy a month’s supply or more of Poly-MVA.

In December, Sanchez also announced that he had reached an agreement with two state-of-the-art environmentally-oriented companies in which those who invest in or buy the novel products of the latter will in essence be contributing to furthering research on Poly-MVA and the Thai vaccines since the companies will donate a certain portion of their profits back to the Julia and Tina (Sanchez) Foundation.

“What we have set up is a way for people to learn about state-of-the-art medical approaches to modern killer diseases and avail themselves of the same, while also contributing to a solution to the world’s water-deprivation and energy problems. All around, this is a win-win-win situation,” said Sanchez.

Making V-1 available for free under certain conditions on the world market primarily to curb the “HIV/AIDS” epidemic is a response “not to make money but to help humanity,” the former educator turned activist for health freedom told ICHF.

The environmentally conscious entities the Sanchez group is also helping promote are Louisiana-based AquaFer, which has developed techniques for “atmospheric distillation” of water to help solve the world’s dwindling supply of pure water; and Texas-based Global Eagle Energy Illinois, which is introducing new
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energy-producing technology which one of its executives notes is "destined to revolutionize the way that electrical energy is produced."

"A billion people have limited access at best to pure drinking water," said the California entrepreneur. "While our group has focused primarily on victory over cancer we cannot overlook other genuine problems on the planet, and the water crisis is one of them," Sanchez said.

Aquafer, claiming that atmospheric distillation will be in this century what desalination was in the 1940s, has developed a number of high-tech processing systems which are aimed at everything from purified water for general consumption, crop irrigation, agriculture, and emergency supplies to disaster and drought relief and "strategic national defense." Aquafer is making available home, office and municipality-wide units to produce pure water at costs held to be economically feasible.

Global Eagle Energy, launched in 2001, is making available technology generally called "energy by motion" or EBM, which has been described as a new way of creating both electrical and heat energy using electromagnetism as its fuel to produce renewable, safe, clean and competitive electric power.

In the meantime, Poly-MVA continues to garner new disciples weekly, their case histories available at www.polymvasurvivors.com.

The story of the development of, and theory behind, Poly-MVA, together with interviews of successfully treated patients and Poly-MVA-using physicians, is told in Fire in the Genes, by ICHF Founder/President and author Michael L. Culbert ScD now being released by the Sanchez group.

V-1, now increasingly making waves against "HIV/AIDS" while largely ignored by the Western media and global AIDS research establishment (see companion story), has not only been shown to be effective in aspects of the syndrome as evaluated by standard clinical trials reported in the peer-reviewed literature, but also is effective against hepatitis B.C, other viral infections, autoimmune diseases and diabetes (see ICHF VI: 3-4, 2002; VII: 1, 2, 3, 4, 2003-2004).

The Sanchez group is also publishing ICHF Founder/President Culbert's book on the development and use of V-1 (Breakthrough).


Yurko case: plans for new trial, hearing

USA — A local judge and an attorney announced in Christmas Week that an "evidentiary hearing" is expected and will take place "early in 2004" leading to extradition among backers of Floridian Alan Yurko, 33, that his sentencing to life imprisonment plus 10 years for the alleged "shaken baby syndrome" killing in the matter of his infant son may soon be set aside.

In the meantime, efforts to set up the hearing and call for a new trial in the case of Alan Yurko, sentenced almost six years ago in the case and whose plight has caused an international uproar as well as riveting attention on Florida authorities, are moving ahead. Francine Yurko, wife of the incarcerated father and chief organizer of the worldwide Yurko Project; reported in November that an internet "yard sale" was in the works whereby those fighting for Yurko's release can donate any number of items to help the Project come up with the $55,000 needed to cover expert witness fees, travel and lodging and legal costs involved in efforts for a new trial.

As the media and Florida authorities began investigating the Yurkos' claims against four doctors and a county medical examiner involved in the original case — a body of hundreds of expert witnesses is convinced that a series of medical blunders and bad vaccinations are the real causes of the death of Baby Alan — support came from unexpected places:

New York athlete John Steigerwald, "ironman fundraiser" for the Yurko Project, announced participation in the November Florida Triathlon, swimming for 2.4 miles, biking for 112 and running a 26.2-mile marathon. "Let's free Alan! I'm going over 140 miles. What can you do?" Steigerwald asked in full-page ads for The Yurko Project.

While Alan Yurko remained imprisoned at the Century Correctional Institutional in Century FL support forces — individuals, organizations, researchers — from throughout the world continued to marshal data to prove that serious medical and institutional errors led to the arrest and conviction of Alan Yurko and the spurious charge of "shaken baby syndrome" (SBS) as the cause of death of his infant son.

Noted health-freedom activist Gary Null is reportedly doing a major video presentation on the case including prison interviews with Alan, Francine and one of the jurors who originally voted to convict him and who, according to Francine Yurko, "expressed horror at learning the truth."

Information on the case, including current Florida Health Dept. investigations into the doctors involved, is available at www.freeyurkobizland.com. Information on the Internet yard sale is available from Yurko Project Webmaster Peter Tocci at upyard-sale@geminipress.com and www.ayurkoproject.net/store/donatethm.html. The Yurko Project may be contacted at PO Box 585965, Orlando FL 32858-5965. Francine Yurko maybe contacted at Franswird@aol.com (no "O" in world). Alan R. Yurko may be contacted at Alan R. Yurko AX13917, Century Correctional Institution, 400 Tedder Rd., Century FL 32535.)

Hep-A outbreak solved

USA — The nation's biggest known outbreak of hepatitis A poisoning — three dead and 500 made sick — was traced to a supply of onions imported from Mexico and sold at a Chi-Chi's Mexican restaurant near Pittsburgh PA. health officials reported in November.

For several days some people were so frightened that they lined up "by the thousands" for hep-A vaccinations, The Associated Press reported.

The restaurant temporarily shut down and the chain removed the onions (scallions) from the kitchens at its 100 locations. Chi-Chi's is based in Louisville KY.